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GERALD OF WALES AND STANDARD OLD ENGLISH 

There is only limited evidence that medieval writers were aware of the variations between English 

dialects.1 The Viking messenger uses several Norse words when challenging Byrhtnoth in The Battle 

of Maldon.2 The anonymous author of the Cursor Mundi justified his efforts in translating a story 

about the Assumption of the Virgin by explaining Northerners could only understand Northern 

English.3 Chaucer incorporated a number of distinctively northern forms in the speeches given to the 

two students in The Reeve’s Tale.4 John Trevisa memorably renders Higden’s account of the 

languages spoken in Britain.5 The shepherds notice that Mak affects a ‘Sothren tothe’ in the Towneley 

Secunda Pastorum play.6 Such evidence is particularly scanty for the twelfth century. Samson, abbot 

of Bury (1182-1211), preached in Norfolk dialect;7 an evil spirit called Malkin used the local dialect 

when taunting an inhabitant of Dagworth in Suffolk during the reign of Richard I.8 The most 

intriguing evidence, however, is a short passage in the Descriptio Kambriae of Gerald of Wales, 

contrasting the conservatism of Southern dialects with the changes Northern English had undergone. 

This passage has been discussed several times before, but never with regard to spoken dialects and 

literary Schriftsprachen in the twelfth century.9 

The passage in question comes in a chapter which begins by comparing the natural resources of South 

and North Wales, then turns to the merits of the varieties of Welsh spoken in either region. Gerald 

closes the chapter by remarking:10 

Sicut in australibus Angliae finibus, et praecipue circa Devoniam, Anglica lingua hodie magis videtur 

incomposita: ea tamen, vetustatem longe plus redolens, borealibus insulae partibus per crebras 

Dacorum et Norwagiensium irruptiones valde corruptis, originalis linguae proprietatem, et antiquum 

loquendi modum magis observat. Cuius etiam rei non solum argumentum sed et certudinem inde 

habere potes, quod omnes libros Anglicos Bedae, Rabani, regis Aeluredi, vel aliorum quorumlibet, sub 

huius idiomatis proprietate scriptos invenies. 

Likewise, in the southern limits of England, and particularly around Devon, the English language today 

seems rather rustic (incomposita). It, however, showing its great age, while the Northern parts of the 

island have been greatly corrupted by the frequent invasions of Danes and Norwegians, heeds the 

characteristics (proprietate) of the original language and the ancient mode of speech. You can know 

                                                      
1 This article is for Betsy Cooper, who first visited Gerald’s birthplace at Manorbier with me. 
2 F. C. Robinson, ‘Some Aspects of the Maldon Poet's Artistry’, JEGP, lxxv (1976), 25-8. 
3 R. Morris (ed.), Cursor Mundi: a Northumbrian poem of the XIVth Century, (London, 1874-1893), IV, 1148 

(lls. 20059-64). 
4 The classic discussion is J. R. R. Tolkien, ‘Chaucer as Philologist: The Reeve's Tale’, Transactions of the 

Philological Society (1934), 1-70. 
5 C. Babington and J. R. Lumby (eds.), Polychronicon Ranulphi Higden monachi Cestrensis (London, 1865-86), 

II, 157-63. 
6 M. Stevens and A. C. Cawley (eds.), The Towneley Plays (London, 1994), I, 135 (l. 311). 
7 H. E. Butler (ed.), The Chronicle of Jocelin of Brakelond Concerning the Acts of Samson, Abbot of the 

Monastery of St. Edmund (London, 1949), 40. 
8 J. Stevenson (ed.), Radulphi de Coggeshall Chronicon anglicanum (London, 1875), 120-1. 
9 H. Gneuss, ‘Giraldus Cambrensis und die Geschichte der englischen Sprachwissenschaft im Mittelalter’, in C. 

Blank (ed.), Language and Civilization: a concerted profusion of essays and studies in honor of Otto Hietsch, ed. 

C. Blank (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1992), I, 169-72;  S. Zimmer, ‘A Medieval Linguist: Gerald de Barri’, Études 

Celtiques, xxxv (2003), 338-9; R. Bartlett, Gerald of Wales: a voice of the Middle Ages (Stroud, 2006), 171. 
10 J. S. Brewer, J. F. Dimock & G. F. Warner (eds.), Giraldi Cambrensis Opera (London, 1861-1891), VI, 177-8. 

Translation mine; cf. L. Thorpe (trans.), Gerald of Wales: the Journey through Wales and the Description of 

Wales (Harmondsworth, 1978), 231 (criticised M. Richter, ‘Geraldiana’, Irish Historical Studies, xxi (1978-9), 

434). 
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this with certitude, because you will find all the English books of Bede, Hrabanus, King Alfred and 

everyone else to be written according to the character of this language (idiomatis).  

Gerald’s meaning is obscured by his conflation of the spoken language with written texts.11 It is clear 

that he is initially describing the spoken language of the southermost counties of England (perhaps 

Cornwall, Somerset, Dorset, Hampshire and Sussex along with the named Devon). Likewise, it is 

clear that the final sentence refers to written texts, libros Anglicos. The meaning of the passage hinges 

on the middle sentence, where Gerald connects the spoken language of Devon with the language of 

these books: both observe proprietas.12 In the case of spoken Devon English, this originalis linguae 

proprietas is an antiquum loquendi modum; the books, similarly, are written sub idiomatis proprietate. 

This article suggests that Gerald’s imputation of antiquitas to the speech of Devon reflects not 

linguistic reality but a common twelfth-century perception that written English was archaic. I show 

that twelfth-century Devon speech, though distinctive, was not markedly conservative and argue that 

Gerald’s comments about written English do not stem from his familiarity with specific texts, but 

instead from his general awareness of the practice of English writing in the twelfth century. The 

passage from Descriptio Cambriae is therefore interesting evidence for the status of linguistic 

standards, and particularly standard Old English, in the twelfth century. I begin with some general 

comments about Gerald’s abilities as a philologist.   

As Gerald’s initial sicut hints, this passage is in fact a simile, with his comments on English designed 

to clarify his preceding remarks about the Brittonic languages:13 

It is thought that the Welsh language is richer, more carefully pronounced and preferable in all respects 

in North Wales, for that area has far fewer foreigners. Others maintain that the speech of Cardiganshire 

in South Wales is better articulated and more to be admired, since it is in the middle and heartland of 

Wales. In both Cornwall and Brittany they speak almost the same language as in Wales. It comes from 

the same root and is intelligible to the Welsh in many instances, and almost in all. It is rougher and less 

clearly pronounced, but probably closer to the original British speech, or so I think myself. 

Here, as elsewhere, Gerald’s philological analysis is remarkably astute.14 Modern linguists hold that 

Welsh, Cornish and Breton derive from a common root. Welsh may have become distinct as early as 

the sixth century, but the features which separate Cornish and Breton only emerged rather later. 

Northern and Southern Welsh may represent separate descendants of Brittonic.15 Gerald’s 

observations tally well with these hypotheses. 

The radical differences between Northern and Southern dialects of English were also evident to 

William of Malmesbury in the 1120s when he wrote his Gesta pontificum Anglorum. Introducing the 

third book, a history of the archbishops of York, William wrote:16 

Of course, the whole language of the Northumbrians, particularly in York, is so inharmonious and 

uncouth that we southerners can make nothing of it. This is the result of the barbarians being so near, 

                                                      
11 Gerald further confuses the issue by using verbs of seeing (videtur, observat) when he is ostensibly talking 

about spoken language. 
12 The noun meant ‘special quality, characteristic feature, peculiarity, property’: R. E. Latham et al., Dictionary 

of Medieval Latin from British Sources (Oxford, 1975-), 2519-20. 
13 Thorpe (trans.), The Journey through Wales and the Description of Wales, 231.  
14 In general, see C. C. Coulter and F. P. Magoun, ‘Giraldus Cambrensis on Indo-European Philology’, 

Speculum, i (1926), 104-9; Zimmer, ‘A Medieval Linguist’. 
15 See P. Russell, An Introduction to the Celtic Languages (London, 1995), §§1.6, 4.3.3. 
16 M. Winterbottom and R. M. Thomson (eds.), William of Malmesbury, Gesta Pontificum Anglorum (Oxford, 

2007), I, 327. 
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and the kings, once English, now Norman, so far away; for they, as is well known, spend more time in 

the south than in the North.  

It is notable that both William and Gerald show a sophisticated understanding of the social factors 

which condition language change. For William, linguistic standards are reinforced by proximity to the 

royal court. Gerald’s suggestion that the purity of Northern Welsh is a consequence of the lack of 

immigration to the area implies he was inchoately aware that language contact could cause language 

change. Gerald’s linguistic acuity compels our attention to the evidence his works offer about twelfth-

century multilingualism. 

Gerald’s assessment of the southern dialects’ archaism is, however, unique. He singles out the 

southern limits of England as the area which particularly retain the originalis linguae proprietatem and 

antiquum loquendi modum. It is quite likely Gerald had visited these areas. He was born around 1146 

at Manorbier in Pembrokeshire, and received his earliest education from clerics attached to St David’s 

Cathedral, before studying under Master Haimo at St Peter’s Abbey in Gloucester. He subsequently 

travelled widely in Henry II’s service. He completed the Descriptio Kambriae around 1194, so it is 

clear that his comments about the southern dialects refer to the second half of the twelfth century.17 

An examination of several brief texts which were written in Devon during this period and 

immediately before does not wholeheartedly confirm Gerald’s analysis.  

The first text, datable to 2 July 1133, is one of the many manumission documents copied into the 

West-Saxon Gospels at Exeter during the episcopates of Osbern (1072-1103) and William de 

Warelwast (1107-1137).18 There are twenty-nine of these documents in total, but a full analysis of 

their language is beyond the scope of this paper.19 The evidence offered by the chosen text is not 

unproblematic. Manumission documents are formulaic, so any standard forms they contain might be 

relicts copied from an earlier text. On the other hand, deviant forms are more likely to reflect the 

scribe’s speech. The manumission document in question contains several such forms. Loss of final –n 

is widespread.20 Á appears for t;21 –ld- is assimilated to –ll-.22 The prenominal ge- appears as i-.23 

Yet the document also preserves some elements of standard late West Saxon intact. The genitive 

plural of nouns ends in -ena.24 Pronouns mostly appear in their normal West Saxon forms.25 The text 

                                                      
17 He subsequently revised the text twice, first in 1215 and second before his death between 1220 and 1223. On 

neither occasion did he see fit to alter the passage under discussion. 
18 Cambridge, University Library, Ii. 2. 11 + Exeter, Cathedral Library, 3501, fols. 0-7 (Exeter 3501, fol. 5v). 

The text is printed inaccurately by B. Thorpe, Diplomatarium anglicum ævi Saxonici (London, 1865), 646-7; 

and J. Earle, A Hand-Book to the Land-Charters and Other Saxonic Documents (Oxford, 1888), 260-1. I have 

used my own transcription.  
19 For brief comments on their language, see R. W. Chambers, M. Förster and R. Flower (eds.), The Exeter 

Book of Old English Poetry (London, 1933), 45, n. 9. 
20 e. g. a for on (fol. 5v/8); ma for man (fol. 5v/8, 19); inna for innan (fol. 5v/9); nemnia for nemnian (fol. 

5v/19). In general, see S. Moore, 'Loss of Final n in Inflectional Syllables of Middle English', Language, iii 

(1927), 232-59.  
21 á Teiȝtune (fol. 5v/7). This form is discussed below. 
22 þa ȝealla minstre (fol. 5v/9). For this assimilation, see G. Kristensson, A Survey of Middle English Dialects 

1290-1350: the Southern Counties (Lund, 2001), II, 270. 
23 iƿitniss (fol. 5v/12). 
24 halgena (fol. 5v/10); bisceopa (fol. 5v/11); gecorena (fol. 5v/20). The genitive plural of strong adjectives ends 

–e, however (ealle, fol. 5v/10).  
25 on þissere becc (fol. 5v/6); hine freode (fol. 5v/9); for þara bisceopa saule (fol. 5v/10-1); se þe is (fol. 5v/19). 

Note however that þa is the regular form of the DSN (of þa lande, fol. 5v/7; of þa ȝealla minstre, fol. 5v/9).   
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is also conservative vocalically.26 This is perhaps the only aspect of the language of the text which 

respects the proprietas of Old English. 

The second text is a description of the bounds of an estate disputed between Richard Basket and 

Tavistock Abbey, datable around 1174. Unfortunately, the text survives only in an incompetent 

thirteenth-century cartulary copy, so its evidence must be approached with care.27 Like the earlier 

manumission document, these bounds show almost complete loss of final –n.28 However, as in the 

earlier document, inflectional endings have not universally reduced to schwa, since the distinction 

between –a of genitive plurals and from weak inflections, and –e of strong dative nouns is maintained. 

There is also some confusion about final nasals,29 and another example of a for æt.30  The vocalism 

remains conservative, however.31 The combined evidence of these documents suggest that it was in 

vocalism that the twelfth-century Devon dialect was most conservative. Gerald’s perception that 

Devon dialect preserved the antiqua proprietas of the English language is at best partially correct, and 

at worst, a misperception. Gerald perceived archaism where there was none. 

Gerald concludes his comment on the conservatism of Southern English by comparing the spoken 

dialect of the region with the written language found in Old English manuscripts. The identity of the 

libros Anglicos Bedae, Rabani, regis Aluredi is the principal difficulty with this statement. The 

reference to King Alfred is unproblematic, since post-Conquest historians credited Alfred with a 

substantial oeuvre.32 The reference to Bede is more difficult. The natural identification of this liber 

Anglicus Bedae would be the Old English Bede, but William explicitly identifies the translation as the 

work of Alfred.33 Nor can we make the problem disappear by rendering libros Anglicos as ‘English 

books (i. e. translations into English)’, since Alfred did not leave any works in Latin to be translated.34 

It is possible Gerald is referring to Bede’s vernacular Death Song, preserved in Cuthbert’s De obitu 

Bedae, or (wonder of wonders) had seen a copy of Bede’s death-bed translation of the opening of St 

John’s Gospel, but neither identification is particularly likely. Perhaps Gerald, like the author of 

                                                      
26 As one might expect, there is some confusion about how to spell reflexes of /æ(:)/ (meg, efre, both fol. 5v/19; 

habbe, fol. 5v/20). On the other hand, <ea> is retained in ȝealla (fol. 5v/9), ealle (fol. 5v/10, 20). There is also 

variation between <i> and <y>, but this was common in late West Saxon.  
27 Now Exeter, Devon Record Office, W1258/D84/3 (‘The Russell Cartulary’), fol. 7r, printed H. P. R. Finberg, 

‘Some Early Tavistock Charters’, English Historical Review, lxii (1947), 363. I have not seen the manuscript, so 

use this text. The language is discussed by P. R. Kitson, ‘Old English Dialects and the Stages of the Transition 

to Middle English’, Folia Linguistica Historica, xi (1990), 61; idem, ‘When did Middle English Begin? Later 

than you think!’, in J. Fisiak (ed.), Studies in Middle English Linguistics (Berlin, 1997), 229-30. 
28 e. g. twifealda, westa. Loss of final –n is also well attested in another late-twelfth-century Devon text, the 

Lord’s Prayer at the end of the Penetential of Bartholomew of Exeter (London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius 

A. xii, fol. 184vb), printed A. Morey, Bartholomew of Exeter Bishop and Canonist (Cambridge, 1937), 300. 
29 e. g. þan. 
30 ut a þe se. Kitson explains this as sandhi reduction of on þone sæ, but, in view of á for æt in the manumission 

document, the phrase might represent late West-Saxon ut æt þæm sæ. It is possible á reflects Anglo-Norman 

influence. 
31 With the exception of continuing confusion about /æ:/ (þare, se).  
32 The principal account is R. A. B. Mynors, M. Winterbottom and R. M. Thomson (eds.), William of 

Malmesbury, Gesta regum Anglorum (Oxford, 1998), §2.123. For discussion, see D. Whitelock, ‘William of 

Malmesbury on the Works of King Alfred’, in D. A. Pearsall and R. A. Waldron (eds.), Medieval Literature and 

Civilization: studies in memory of G. N. Garmonsway (London, 1969), 78-93. Alfred’s fame as an authority is 

also reflected in the text known as The Proverbs of Alfred and the separate saws attributed to him in The Owl 

and the Nightingale. See O. Arngart (ed.), The Proverbs of Alfred (Lund, 1955); N. Cartlidge (ed.), The Owl and 

the Nightingale (Exeter, 2001), l. 235 n. 
33 As did Ælfric: M. R. Godden (ed.), Ælfric's Catholic Homilies: the second series: text (London, 1979), 72, lls. 

7-8. 
34 As suggested Richter, ‘Geraldiana’, 434. 
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‘Sanctus Beda was iboren her’, had only a vague idea that Bede was a translator.35 This would make 

Gerald’s insistence that the books constitute evidence non solum argumentum sed et certitudinem 

nothing but bluster. The baffling reference to Rabanus makes this interpretation more plausible. 

Hrabanus Maurus born in Mainz around 780, and thus not even a native English speaker. It has been 

suggested that the liber Anglicus Rabani was the so-called Old English Benedictine Office, a 

translation of Book II of Hrabanus’s De clericorum institutione, but while this remains the most 

plausible identification, there is only limited evidence in its favour.36 All in all, it seems likely 

Gerald’s non solum argumentum sed et certitudinem is a bluff. Nothing in his extant oeuvre suggests 

he spent time exploring Old English manuscripts in monastic libraries. Moreover, nothing suggests 

Hubert Walter, his ostensible reader here, did either.37  

The most damning evidence against Gerald’s claim that such manuscripts would prove his point non 

solum argumentum sed et certitudinem is that the libros Anglicos he offers as testimony cannot have 

been written in similar Schriftsprachen. The contemporary manuscripts of the texts associated with 

Alfred are in early West Saxon, and not orthographically coherent.38 An authentic work of Bede 

would have been written in a Northumbrian dialect akin to the earliest extant copies of Cædmon’s 

Hymn. Had Hrabanus composed a text in English at Mainz, it might have resembled the ‘saxonicum 

verbum’ recorded in one of Boniface’s letters.39 It is thus highly unlikely that the libros Anglicos 

listed by Gerald were written in one Schriftsprache. The proof is in the libros aliorum quorumlibet, 

not the works of the headliners Bede, Rabanus and Alfred. 

Gerald’s emphasis on the antiqua proprietas of the language of these other libros Anglicos shows he 

was aware that the majority of eleventh-century English manuscripts were written in a conventional, 

conservative Schriftsprache, and aspects of this Schriftsprache remained in use in many twelfth-

century manuscripts.40 It did not occur to him that this Schriftsprache was not already conventional in 

Bede’s day, so – to illustrate his comparison of the Northern and Southern English – he simply named 

two of the most renouned English authors, and then Hrabanus. It is difficult to judge whether Gerald 

was right that the Devon dialect was unusually conservative in the twelfth century because there exists 

                                                      
35 ‘He wisliche bec awende / þet þeo Englise leoden þurh weren ilerde’ (lls. 2-3). The poem is edited and 

translated by S. K. Brehe, ‘Reassembling the First Worcester Fragment’, Speculum, lxv (1990), 530-1. 
36 Gneuss, ‘Giraldus Cambrensis’, 172. The most substantive evidence, not mentioned by Gneuss, is the rubric 

preceeding the text in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 201 (Winchester NM?, s. xi1 or ximed), ‘De 

ecclesiasticis officiis’ (p. 112), a title under which Hrabanus’s work sometimes circulated. For alternative 

suggestions about the identity of the liber Rabani see R. M. Wilson, The Lost Literature of Medieval England 

(London, 1952), 76-7. 
37 While the subject of the verbs potes and invenies is of course Gerald’s readership in general, Hubert was the 

dedicatee of the first recension of the Descriptio. A royal administrator born in Norfolk, he became archbishop 

of Canterbury in 1189. The second recension was rededicated to his successor, Stephen Langton.  
38 C. L. Wrenn, ‘“Standard” Old English’, Transactions of the Philological Society (1933), 65-88. It is, however, 

possible Gerald may have seen copies of Alfredian texts translated into late West-Saxon. 
39 Vienna, Nationalbibliothek, Lat. 751 (Theol. 259), fols. 1-77 (Mainz, s. ix): see N. R. Ker, Catalogue of 

Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford, 1957), 483 (App. 37). It has recently been discussed by A. 

Bammesberger, ‘The Oldest English Proverb in Verse’, N&Q, n. s. lvi (2009), 4-7. 
40 On the late West Saxon Schriftsprache, see H. Gneuss, ‘The Origin of Standard Old English and Æthelwold's 

School at Winchester’, Anglo-Saxon England, i (1972), 63-83; M. Gretsch, ‘Winchester Vocabulary and 

Standard Old English: the vernacular in late Anglo-Saxon England’, Bulletin of the John Rylands University 

Library of Manchester, lxxxiii (2001), 41-87; M. Gretsch, ‘In Search of Standard Old English’, in L. Kornexl 

and U. Lenker (eds.), Bookmarks from the Past (Frankfurt am Main, 2003), 33-67; M. Gretsch, ‘A Key to 

Ælfric's Standard Old English’, Leeds Studies in English, n. s. xxxvii (2006), 161-77. 
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no systematic study of English in this period.41 The two Devon texts examined here show almost total 

loss of final –n in inflectional endings and other changes; nonetheless, their vocalism remains fairly 

pure in both stressed and unstressed syllables. The thirteenth-century evidence suggests Devon dialect 

remained distinctive, retaining the diphthongs /ea(:)/, allowing <a> in inflexional positions, and 

continuing to assimilate <ld> to /ll/,42 but not necessarily conservative. Rather than from fact, 

Gerald’s conviction that the southern dialects were conservative seems to derive from contemporary 

linguistic lore, which perceived English and particularly written English as archaic.43   

The value of this passage from the Descriptio Kambriae is therefore considerable. While Gerald 

cannot be called ‘the father of comparative philology’,44 nor even the father of sociolinguistics, his 

words do show that twelfth-century writers were aware of the complex linguistic dynamics of the 

period. His insight that language contact causes language change anticipates modern scholarship. His 

awareness that there is a disparity between the antiqua proprietas of written English, the conventional 

Schriftsprache we call “standard” Old English, and the language spoken in most of the country 

identifies one of the most salient facts about written English in the twelfth century, its archaism. It is a 

passage that deserves to be better known. 

 

St John’s College, Oxford      MARK FAULKNER 

                                                      
41 The best available, though now extremely outdated in method and coverage, is W. Schlemilch, Beiträge zur 

Sprache und Orthograhie spätaltengl. Sprachdenkmäler der Übergangszeit (Halle, 1914).  
42 ‘Devon stands by itself in the southern dialects’: Kristensson, The Southern Counties, II, 282. 
43 The Katherine Group Life of St Margaret seems to identify the language of its audience as ald Englis: B. 

Millett & J. Wogan-Browne (eds.), Medieval English Prose for Women: from the Katherine Group and Ancrene 

Wisse (Oxford, 1992), 82, l. 34. On archaism as a stylistic trait in early Middle English writing, see E. G. 

Stanley, ‘La3amon's Antiquarian Sentiments’, MÆ, xxxviii (1969), 23-37; G. B. Jack, ‘Archaizing in the Nero 

Version of Ancrene Wisse’, Neuphilologische Mitteilungen, lxxx (1979), 325-6. 
44 E. A. Freeman, The History of the Norman Conquest of England (Oxford, 1877-1879), V, 579. 


